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Squatters handbook olive morris

The 1979 Squatters Handbook, published by advisory services for squatters with chapters on law, occupancy and emancy. The cover shows Black Community activist Olive Morris scaling the building. Olive actively campaigned for squats, opening the 121 Leilton Road Squats with Liz Obi in 1973 and later became Sabar Bookstore and
Anthrunist Center in the 1980s. Part of the Olive Morris Collection created and donated by remembering Mike McCorgan, Liz Obi and Olive Morris Collective: IV 279/1/20/10 Copies are copyrighted by third party and cannot be purchased on the Site. Please send us a copy inquiry and use it archives@lambeth.gov.uk. Description
Collection: Image Type: Photo Artist: Ref:10072 Original ref:IV 279/1/20/10 Date: 1979 until 1976 9) Worldwide (as of June 26, 1952, St. Jamaican Katherine) has left a well-known heritage as a community leader. as well as anti-discrimination and squatter rights activists. Celebrating Women's History Month, Blitz+ Peace celebrates her
contribution to British history through her short lives in the 1960s and 70s. Morris' arrest Olive's political activities censed fire in November 1969 at the age of 17. On the streets of Brixton, Nigerian diplomat Clement Gonwalk was dragged from a parked Mercedes, questioned and beaten by police. After witnessing the abuse, Morris
intervened and was beaten and arrested as a result. While detained by police, young activists were racially abused, forced to be stripped and threatened with rape. She was charged with threatening behavior, assaulting the police and possessing dangerous weapons. This time she was fined a fine of .10 and sentenced to two years'
probation. Her photographs of her release from prison show her bruises and scattered. The activism olive atrocities didn't stop her from dedicate her life to a campaign for basic human rights. Along with Altea Johnson, Lynton Kwesi Johnson and Dakas Howe, Olive joined the Black British Panthers movement in the fight against
oppression. She secured the headquarters of race today collective (co-run by Leila Hassan Howe), which held underground sessions with political, artistic and cultural discussions. After the Panthers disbanded, Olive moved to launch the Brixton Black Women's Group with Liz Obi and Beverly Bryan. The group focused on issues affecting
black women, such as immigration and family planning. Squat movement rental accommodation in London became increasingly difficult to find in the 1970s. Instead, many people, including olives and liz Obi, crouched down.At 121 Leilton Road in Brixton. The building later housed Sabar Bookstore, one of the first black community
bookstores in south London. Several times Olive and Liz encountered attempts to eman't leave and were arrested. But they continued to return to squats and continued their activities. One day, when Olive came back from work, the police tryed to get her out of the premises. Liz had already been taken to the police station early that
morning. Olive was photographed climbing on the roof of her building and protested to the policemen down from there. The insequencies were displayed on the cover of the 1979 edition of the Squatters Handbook. Determined to find a resolution for the homeless Morris, Morris succeeded in campaigning for Squatter's rights. In 1973, the
Lambeth Council agreed to buy an abandoned apartment on behalf of Squatter. In 1975, Olive's political activities spread outside her community. He graduated from the University of Manchester with a degree in economics and social sciences. During that time, as a member of the National Coordinating Committee for International
Students, he campaigned for the abolition of fees for international students. At Mosside, he was deeply involved in the community and was an active member of the Manchester Black Women's Cooperative and the Black Women Mutual Aid Group. OWAAD The birth of an Asian-African organization co-founded by Olive with Stella Dazzie
in 1978. The group organized sit-in protests at Heathrow Airport against aggressive virginity tests practiced on Asian women to test their residential and marriage claims. Writing olives was also an avid traveler visiting Italy, Morocco, Algeria and France. In 1977, she visited China to gain knowledge about the establishment of a socialist
society. She wrote a work entitled Sister Visit to China, a quest for China's anti-imperialist struggle. This work is published in the Newsletter Speak Out! by the Brixton Black Women's Group. It was published in. Along with his partner Mike McCorgan, Olive co-wrote in a flyer by the Brixton Ad Hoc Committee on police crackdowns, Is the
Anti-Nazi League right about racism? The film criticized strategies focused on fighting fascism at the expense of institutional racism. On a trip to Spain in 1978 Morris succumbed to the disease and was then returned to London to be diagnosed with non-Hodgkinson's lymphoma. She was treated but failed. At the age of 27, Olive Morris
died on July 12, 1979. Her premature death had a great impact on the community. To honor the olive heritage, the Lambeth Council building in Brixton Hill was re-named after her in 1986. In 2008, Elizabeth Obi founded Olive Morris CollectiveThe brave spirit is alive and documents her enormous contribution to political struggle. In 2009
Olive was voted to feature on the B.B.1 sect of the Brixton Pound. Olive Morris has achieved deep results in his short life. She stood up, passionate, and waged an tireless battle for equality. This is a black British Caribbean woman who has an amazing life that must be known forever and celebrated forever. History In recent years, there
has been a movement to criminalize squats across Western Europe. But in the face of growing economic instability, can the government succeed in suppressing squats? It touches on many topics, including immigrants crouching to build a safe life from fascist attacks, gay activists finding space to build scenes, vibrant rebel squat areas,
single-issue campaigns as direct action tactics, and anti-capitalist groups establishing social centers. We hope that this text will help people in the current struggle to eradicate themselves to the legacy of the previous movement. The hidden history of resistance squats as a tool for action, as well as the diverse heritage of English squats,
as well as squats in residential buildings, were recently criminalized in England and Wales, and the debate was largely outraged about the issue of homelessness. Right-wing politicians claimed there was nothing to do with squatters and homelessness, and squat supporters warned that puting people in jail for occupying ruined property
was a reverse step that would probably have tragic consequences. When a homeless man was told by the police not to enter and froze to death outside an empty bungalow, the warning was sadly proven to be correct. However, in this debate, which took up a simplified, polarized view, many positive aspects of s crouching as a social
movement were drowned out or ignored. Since the late 1960s, squats have allowed diverse groups to accommodate themselves as before. It also offers an opportunity structure for many different projects to come to life. This article will give you an example of just a small part of the history of this hidden resistance. There are many stories
that we don't have the space to explore, such as the thriving acclaimed scenes that create temporary autonomous regions every week across the country, travelers who find freedom on the roads, community-based activities such as occupation and free schooling, and homeless shelters. Even so, no one else remains written and is not
recorded. We hope that many of these stories will go into circulation. When a large occupation soldier after World War II returned home after World War IIThe British housing stock was in complete shambles. No new houses have been built for six years, and some areas have been bombed. Political rhetoric did not match reality as the
government promised a home for heroes in the 1920s but could not provide them in sufficient numbers. All over England, people began to s crouch. In Brighton, vigilansts broke up their homes for their families. Also known as the secret committee of former military officials, they featured a redoable Harry Cowley lying lying in the Cowley
Club, the current anthrevered social center. The idea spread to other cities like wildfires. Without central command, people were acting directly to accommodate themselves. Many military camps scheduled for demolishing have been re-used for temporary housing. People lived in some of these wells in the 1950s. These Nissen huts were
difficult to heat and were not always in great condition, but over time they adapted to proud homes. At first, the government was critical of this independent company, saying it could only lead to an aneout state, but by 1946 it became aware that it was powerless in the face of a massive campaign that counted 45,000 people in more than
1,000 locations. Later, people organized a protest occupation of a large building in central London, such as the Ivanhoe Hotel. After first condemning Squat's actions and adring people to wait for them to be housed by the state, the Communist Party finally began to get involved. The fact that several party members were arrested for
organizing London's actions sometimes makes commentators think the Communist Party itself is behind the whole movement. Some occupied camps have benefited from the involvement of local communists, but this should not be understood as a political issue for political parties. There was widespread support for squatters across the
political spectrum because they were acting to accommodate themselves in extreme situations. Housing rights have not been met yet today. Over the past three decades, despite pre-election promises, there have been sustained attacks on social housing, where the current coalition government continues. Bangladeshi immigrants put
themselves home to Tower Hamlet in the 1970s [1] and male Bangladeshi immigrants were difficult to gain access to council housing. They were caught in catch 22: single men were not given housing unless the family, but they could not bring the family to London unless they provided evidence of accommodation. But there were ruined
council-owned properties everywhere. In the East End, hundreds of families were housed in areas such as Whitechapel and Bethnal Green, and they founded the anti-racist organizer Terry Fitzpatrick[2] Tower Hamlet Squatters Union and worked with Race Today, a black extremist group that published magazines every month.Black
Panthers Daqas Howe and Lynton Kwesi Johnson are members. In a 2006 interview, Fitzpatrick remembers that the Bengal Housing Action Group (BHAG) was formed in 1976 and the Eram House was immediately styrived. There were 60 apartments and the remaining tenants were 7, 8. The owner, the Greater London Council (GLC),
marked the demolish, but by the end of 1976 300 Bangladeshi had been captured. Perhaps 1000 people lived in East End Squats connected through BHAG. Fitzpatrick says, When it comes to the end of a kind between 1974 and 1979 and 1980, we have never lost a squat. The end was success, not defeat: the GLC fell into the squatter's
demands and replaced exactly where they asked to be placed with the locals. This is because not only did Squatters get what they wanted, but because their activities were part of the National Front's response to racist activities, they regularly attacked families of migrants who had been re-lived in further areas of the borough, such as
Poplar. Sadly, clustering wasn't always enough. On May 4, 1978, Altab Ali was stabbed to death by three skinhead youths on his way home past St. Mary's Park in Whitechapel. The park was changed in his memory. Fitzpatrick said, It was 1974-80 that shaped the community as it is today, without a shadow of doubt. If there was no
crouching, I don't know what had happened. something, but it might have just come later. For example, the area around brick lanes looks very different today. According to historian Sarah Glynn, The housing struggle improves the living environment, leaves the Bengal community unique among ethnic minorities, and lives in council
housing. It also helped to involve a lot of people in local activities and politics. She also observes that the Jewish Communist Party led a campaign for an earlier wave of immigrants in the same region where Bengali immigrants struggled for decent housing in the late 1970s. Glynn points out what is taken as a central contradiction that it
was white Fitzpatrick and Race Today black activists who were shring on behalf of bangladeshi families. Fitzpatrick was crouching with his family and learned to speak fluent Sylvati, which is still controversial. Some participants at BHAG were critical of why Race Today was involved, but others welcomed their help as they saw the group
promoting their own agenda. Over time, more and more Bengalis became directly involved in the action. Grin politely calls this a possible trap for those who claim self-organization of others and touches on fundamental problems: how activists of all kinds can avoid parachute pitfalls.Instead, it is constructively involved with those who have
already been caught up in it, and those who are explicitly seeking help. When housing activists want to help diverse groups house themselves, help has a big impact on how they are expressed. A similar issue was cut off a few years ago when Ron Bailey, Tony Mahoney and other activists of the London Squatters campaign launched the
modern squatter movement through careful reading of relevant laws and a series of tactical squat actions in which positive media coverage and councils were persuaded to house squatters. As his 2005 death record, Mahoney himself was involved in BHAG in a struggle for decent housing in the East End, crouched down in the fieldgate
area and run a campaign to clear hostels and slums from offices near Brick Lane. Creating space for the difference Mahoney was also one of the founders of the East London Gay Liberation Front (GLF). The first GLF group in London was formed in 1970. The members of the South London GLF were part of the Brixton Gay Community,
which consisted of a series of squats of 153, 155, 159 Railton Road and 146, 148, 150 and 152 concurrent Mayol Road. The houses were supported by each other, and the squatter created one huge commun garden. The place is the home of 50 to 60 men for nearly a week to a ten year, and in fact, the community version is still alive
today in the Brixton Housing Cooperative, which was formed between 1982 and 1984. The extended garden is still there thanks to crouching. There was also the South London Gay Centre on the 78 Railton Road, which existed from 1974 to 1976. The two women's centers were crouched on the same road, along with People's News
Service, an an anthrunist bookstore that had a gay switchboard in its office. Olive Morris was singing with her partner Lizobi on 121 Railton Road, which is considered one of the first occupations of Lambeth's private property, as opposed to the occupation of a council-owned building. They resisted several equestrever attempts and finally
moved to another squat on the 64-Leighton Road. 121 Squats became Sabar Bookstore, a black info shop and advice center that hosted a conference by the Brixton Black Panthers. Morris and Obi were both members, along with Race Today. In 1981, Sabar got the money and moved to Cold Harhba bahrain. The building became an
anthermal social center known as the 121 Center, which existed until 1999. By the late 1990s, when Brixton began to visit conferences, the 121 center had run out of steam, but in 1998 the first Que eruption was held, and the monthly Dead by Dawn Speedcore party was great. In the 1980s, he was active in cafes, bookstores, libraries,
venues, rehearsals, etc.It was used as a base by groups such as Brixton Squatters Eid, Brixton Hunt Saboters, Food No Bomb, Community Resistance to Public Opinion Tax, Anarchist Black Cross, Direct Action Movement, London Socialist Film Co-op, Kate Sharpley Library, and Troop Out Movement. In the basement, there was a
printing press that produced feminist magazine Bad Atitude, anarchist magazine Black Flag and Squatters newspaper Crow Bar. Olive Morris died at the age of 27 at a tragic young age. Remembered Olive Collective, which planned the event and launched a blog to commemorate the 30th anniversary of her death, stressed that there are
some references to 121 Leiston Road in the already neglected history of Brixton's squat scene, but little mention of using the building first by black activists. However, as the blog also points out, advisory services for squatters paid homage to Olive Morris by putting a photo on the cover of the 1979 edition of her Squatters Handbook, which
scales the roof of the 121 Railton Road after one attempt at emanctually. Even though the same blog post has a hearty relationship, living side by side, the black and white squatters didn't organize themselves together. Liz Obi remembers that when they crouched down the 121 Leilton Road, some white squatters came to help them turn
on gas and electricity. During the e-election, some women in the White Women's Center also came to show their support, but that was as far as the relationship went. Black activists at the time focused on many specific issues affecting the black community, such as police violence, education and workplace discrimination. The lack of joint
activity may explain why most accounts of the Brixton Squat movement written later in the years have no reference to the early black squats of the 1970s. In the 1970s, some struggles for minority rights developed along the line of seism, but squat tools seem to have been one way for different groups to show solidarity with each other.
Veteran anarchist Albert Merzer was against the Golden Angels in his e-book with occasional antagonism between Rastafalians and anarchists on topics of religion and feminism, but perhaps such problems have melted away when faced with attacks from common enemies such as police and bailers. In essence, without crouching, we
would have remained isolated as gay men living in individual shabby beds and apartments and houses. Squats have produced some of the most productive political campaigns and radical theatres, not to mention shots in a non-bourgeois, non-straight lifestyle that allows us to come together to break its isolation. The Brixton riots broke out
in April 1981, and peopleof the police allowing the treatment of stinged black youths. It happened in an area with many squats around the poet's corner (consisting of Milton, Shakespeare, Spencer and Chaucer Road), Railton Road and Dexter Parade (now demolished), so it's worth a detailed look at the uprising. The area, known as the
forefront, is a kind of autonomous region characterized by illegal drinking density, reggae systems and people hanging out on the streets. It's hard to discover how the front line got that name. Was it used to explain off-the-license or the name of the club, or the feeling that residents of the name are there? It is very quiet and quiet. Chief
Inspector Prawman called it the front line of the black-and-white conflict. The bay between these definitions is huge. In April, he was already in high-natured in the midst of the swamp operation. The Metropolitan Police department has dispatched white undercover agents to central Brixton in the Afro-Caribbean region to stop and search
more than 1,000 people in just five days. They were doing this without any warning against the local community or actually the local Bobby. Met was widely despised and feared. Some policemen were members of the National Front. Blair Peach was killed by police officers in an anti-fascist demonstration in 1979 and hit on the head with
an iron rod. Despite the 14 witnesses who saw it happen, the policeman was not charged. In an investigation into the murder of Ian Tomlinson in the 2009 G20 protests, a document recently published showed that one officer was responsible but his name was corrected. The fascist arson incident, which took the lives of 13 young people in
nearby Deptford in January 1981, had not been investigated by police. Many people were outraged, including black and white. In March, 20,000 people marched to Hyde Park in central London to demand justice. Just as the 2011 London riots began with the shooting of Mark Dagan in Tottenham, there are many different stories about
how the events unfolded, and the story of what happened in 1981 is very different. Some people thought the police had killed the young man who had been stabbed. Other people were already at a breakpoint because of the ongoing harassment of the police. Early problems with the Crow bar record that police had already sealed off the
front line in 1978 and were eroded and crushed by bailers to prevent houses from being destroyed before the collapse of various houses on Railton Road, Ephra Parade and Dexter Parade in the months leading up to April 1981. This was probably part of the plan to kick out the dealer and the music, but everything always seems to pop up
again.Kick-off on Friday 10 April. For the next few days, around Atlantic Road, Railton Road and Poets Corner were scenes of burning police cars and trash can buildings. Some stores were targeted by looting, while others remained untouched. Statistics show real obstacles: two burned-out pubs, 140 seriously damaged buildings, 300
wounded police officers, 60 destroyed police vehicles, and 80 arrests. Another mainstream media horror story was widely reported that Molotov's cocktails were the first to be used in British soil. In fact, there is evidence that Molotov was previously used, including the Notting Hill riots of 1958, when West Indian immigrants fought back
against racism. Unbelievably, the police were caught with inadequate equipment. News footage clearly shows policemen without riot gear, transchons and shields that were not only flame-retardable. They also did not have a consistent containment strategy. Commanders are seen on cameras refusing to listen to community
intermediaries' suggestions that they should withdraw to ease tensions. With a surprising mis-judgment, Operation Swanp was allowed to continue. Officers dealing with The Situation of Saturday's Riots waved fire engines straight down The Railton Road towards rioting mobs without warning. Naturally, it was attacked and seriously
injured on the part of the crew. In contrast, a black couple who got married that day were able to drive the area without getting hurt. But this was not a racial riot, as is sometimes claimed. Locals of all skin colors and races were standing up against the police. As one participant said, people were fed up with the police slowly overtakeing
them and being threatened with arrests just by standing on the street. Eyewitness reports of the disturbances called it the fairgrounds of Proletaria. Naturally, right-wing commentators tried to blame all of the anarchists. Almiver this can't be confirmed, Merzer says that a pacifist called Jim was arrested because he shared the same name
as Rastafalian Friendship with 121 people later nicknamed Jim the Anarchist. Things might not have worked so well because the pacifist Jim didn't have a cast iron alibi: the night he should have instigated violence in Brixton, he was playing the violin at a church concert a little away. 121 centers were not attacked during the riots. A nearby
pub with a racist house was burned down, but 121 colorful storefronts remained untouched. Ian Townson, then a squatter in the Brixton Gay Community, said the riots centered on The Railroad Road and that when Brixton was on fire, we showed solidarity with those oppressed by joining them on the streets. We took out tables and chairs



on the street in front of gay squats for celebrationPeople with drugs - get mixed receptions from people on the street. Some people are hostile, some are indifferent, some are interesting. The two of us were sent to prison for several years for supplying gasoline to the mob. The scene of the obstacle shocked the people. A public
investigation has been launched, the Sukerman Report; It was a recommendation intended to create a new code of conduct, but in 1999 Steven Lawrence's report on racist murder concluded that not all recommendations had been adopted, and that Met was still an institutional racist. Here we see different yet interconnected groups, such
as anarchists, homosexuals and West Indian immigrants, stood up together against the police when they crouched down to create a comfortable space and tried to regulate the frontline borough. There were other riots in the 1980s, and the front line was not the only vacant space in the UK. But it was the only one that received such brutal
oppression. Free State vs. Gentlification The mid-1970s is said to be the time when modern Britain was closest to revolution. Following these tumulous times, small pockets of autonomy dotted across the country in the early 1980s. If they were not castration through a mix of oppression and assification, they could have grown into English
Christians or Ruigood. Generally accepted figures are estimated to be 30,000 squatters in London and 50,000 squatters in the UK. The majority lived in housing with renters and homeowners, while others lived together on larger projects. The alternative republic of Argyle Street in Norydge was elocated and demolished, accommodating
more than 200 people from 1979 to 1985. In Brighton, squatters have accepted and renovated properties under license on a devastated street near the coast. On the road with Bristol, there was a venue (dismantling ballroom), a cafe (dismantling diner), and a Full Marx bookstore. Around the same time, the Manchester Council slowly lost
control of Halme's huge concrete triasson block. Punk, musicians, travelers, dropouts and artists moved and provided an underground base for what would be the Scene of Madchester. Located near the legendary Hacienda (home of New Order and Factory Records), the squatter had its own club, kitchen formed by smashing three
adjacent flats together. The entire complex was elocated and demolished in the mid-1990s. Frestonia, a squat area in west London, has declared its independence from the UK and is now in its fifth year. Crash recorded in the rehearsal space of the People's Hall. A mutant waste company that exhibited at a museum and produced
stampshead instead of the queen. David Rappaport was later appointed Foreign Minister to find a name for acting in films such as Time Banditz. The Minister of Education was a two-year-old girl and Heathcourt Williams was ambassador to the UK. At Tolmers Village in Camden, just north of central London, squatters joined locals to fight
to save Georgia's square. After all, it was demolished, but thanks to the campaign, some social housing was built instead of just an office. Alex and Chiara Smith found a two-pound note on the street after living in Termas for a year without money. It started with squat dairy products and became a successful organic food company almost
40 years later. Similarly, law firms have grown from legal aid centers. Meanwhile, on Huntly Street, more than 100 squatters split apartments and won tenancy from the Greater London Council. These free zones included social spaces such as bakeries, cafes and bars. They created their own newsletter and planned a street festival.
Returning to south London, the dilapidated Bonington Square was resettled and revived by squatters, some of which still live there. Nearby St. Agnes Place was another thriving squat street that was finally elocated and demolished in 2005. In Brixton, there were flats, squat creches, and squat blocks across food cooperatives. Brixton is
today a multicultural place that benefits in many respects from this rich history. One food cooperative is still going strong on the Atlantic Road. However, the region is currently in a strict gentification process. Some squats remain, but it's hard to imagine what it was like at the forefront of the early 1980s. Decades ago, the Lambeth Council
forgot that it owned certain properties. Squatters lived there continuously for 12 years without the owner's permission and ended up gaining ownership of them through unfavorable ownership. In 2002, changes to the law made this much more difficult. Today, the squatter needs to inform the owner that he is filed a possession charge. Now
only incredibly incompetent owners will lose their unused properties. The story of the squatter getting home is heartwarming compared to the heart-shaking cases described below, but this only happened in some cases. For example, 121 could not do this. Squats always go in and out. However, many long-term squats, such as Rushcroft
Road and Clifton Mansions, have recently been eloquested. Clifton was able to boast Pogue members and Turner Award-winning artist Jeremy Deller as a former resident. The 22 three-bedroom flat has been renovated and is now rented in an eye-out figure of USD 2,100 per month. To find out how insane this is, the biggest housing
benefit that a person can get in Lambeth today (local housing allowance) isThree-bedroom property, or per week for a monthly fee of Only Yuppy can afford to live in the Clifton Mansion. In another unpleasant maneuver, the Lambeth Council is now disposing of the property it has long ignored. For example, Marizza Chep lived in
Stockwell's house adjacent to Brixton for 33 years. She had to dig in on her own in connection with the main water supply. She raised three children in the house and formed a housing cooperative where she borrowed it from the council. The settlement seemed to have become permanent. But due to the surge in real estate value, in 2009
Lambeth decided to sell all of its so-called short-life properties. Chep has already lost possession in court and is now awaiting an eman's order in 2014. The argument that the house actually belongs to the council does not have much weight, considering the length of time Tschepp lived there and the money and energy she spent on it.
This social housing is sold at huge profits to private companies that build homes for the wealthy. But the council doesn't look admissed by her appeal. In another case, the power of inspiration behind Jimmy Rogers, now 74, and Brixton TopCats, one of the UK's leading basketball teams, is in danger of embring. A local congress member
has backed him in his struggle to avoid eyring from his home for 32 years by the Lambeth Council, which previously gave him the Civic Prize. Other places under threat include the Carlton Mansion and Lectry Road in nearby Clapham. A super-cooperative has been formed to represent the opposition's unification front, but the board is
unlikely to back down with so much money. In other European cities such as Amsterdam and Copenhagen, squatters now own houses, which rarely happen in London. Some former squatters and activists in Berlin live in cooperation with House Progenten (large teneen blocks, often legalized squats). Many of these projects have signed
10, 20, or 30 year contracts and are grouped together under the Will All Stay campaign. Squats in Berlin are difficult, but since the 1980s, squatters have made points to deal with equestring, causing as much property damage as possible. The custom that all emanxes should be filled with damage worth a million German marks is now
updated to 1 million euros and is used to beat some British squatters as trunt than tactics, but it seems to work very well. In recent years, e-or-go has hardly been carried out. Emanate squats, such as Yakstrasse and Levigstrasse, have been fiercely defended, and in the former case this has resulted in a new squat project, New Yaric
ImThe threat of failure and economic damage certainly seems to be affecting, especially for big loved projects like Hamburg's Coepia and Roteflora. If only such military power and solidarity could help those threatened in Lambeth. The problem is that the previous squatters are 40 years older than before and are often cut off from the
current movement despite the formation of super cooperatives. All endangered squats are small and individualized. Recent e-movements have been resisted, but they are not ambitious or successful. After 40 years of residence and a long legal struggle, it is understandability that people give up, but this shows the low of the current
movement. While crouching, social centers and squat protests blossomed throughout the country, but now things have calmed down. SQUASH (Squatters Action for Safe Homes) continues to fight proposals to extend squat crime to all buildings, but most local groups have disappeared from the map. This does not necessarily mean that
they are no longer as active as they went underground again. Spreading and scattered scenes may be difficult to suppress, but I can't help but wonder what would have happened if thousands of crouches had allied together to oppose the crime. The war over the public image of squats has already been lost. As Ian Townson says, Things
weren't always like this. In the not-too-distant past, Labour politicians and legislators stood up for social justice and were on the side of ordinary workers, the poor and the dispossess. Unfortunately, having bought squats or formed a housing cooperative that had the good fortune to engage in the system still seems to remain around, but
more unstable squats are now on the verge of extinction or have already been elocated in other ways. Is it even possible to squat down in the future? These are often based on the constitution of working male clubs and continue the self-organizing spirit of rental or squat predecessors like the Autonomous Center of the 1980s. One Trail
Blazer was one of Bradford's 12 centers that purchased its building in 1988. Other centers include Kebele (Bristol, originally purchased with a loan from Triodos Bank), London Action Resource Centre, Cowley Club (Brighton), Smack (Nottingham), Freedom (London), 56a (squats remaining from squated real estate in London, Elephant
&amp; Castle, now legalized) autonomous centers (Edinburgh, Scotland), stars and shadows (Newcastle). These centers are loosely linked through British societyNetworks include squat projects such as Red and Black Umbrella (Cardiff, Wales) and 195 Mare Street (Hackney, London). In addition, many social centers are crouching, and
legalized projects often provide infrastructure and support for these more intervening. There are many social centers, especially in London, but many of them lasted months, not years. Special exceptions include Lamper, Rat Star, 491 Gallery, Spike, and the aforementioned 121. Squats provided an opportunity for alternative cultures to
thrive without the pressure to pay rent. The anti-globalization movement has used squats as a convergence space, but these hostile spaces have often been attacked and illegally estiled, such as the arms trade fair in 2001, the G20 in 2009 and the G8 in 2013. In another effort on public and political squat instability, some groups decided
to reinterpret the short time frame as a positive feature. Anarchist teapots (Brighton), temporary autonomous arts (Brighton, Bristol, Edinburgh, London, Manchester, Sheffield), A Spaire (Leeds) and OK Cafe (Manchester) all opened for a period of several weeks at a time. The idea of a short-term pop-up social center has recently been
used in London for various specific actions such as Palestinian solidarity, anti-cut organization, rapid housing activities and exhibitions on the history of squats. The latter, made possible by squats, is only the beginning of a new effort from the squatter movement to hopefully speak of its own multiple his own history. Direct action and
resistant space squats are also used as a means of protesting a single issue, such as the establishment of unwanted supermarkets. Many future sites are often occupied by failed attempts to prevent their transformation, as huge supermarket chains such as Lidl, Aldy, Sainsbury, Tescos, ASDA (walmart owned), Morrisons and
cooperatives are trying to reshake all the tall street in their own images. Failure to prevent the final establishment of a supermarket does not necessarily mean that the campaign against it was in vain. Even occupations that do not achieve their goals are slowing the pace of progress, gathering support, and making it more difficult to push
future projects from above. Dis'ASDA crews prevented the development of ASDA for more than a year in south London and repeatedly occupied on-site buildings and land. In Cambridge, the Mill Road Social Center lasted three months as an anti-Tesco protest. I was e-mailed the day after Tesco refused to apply for the plan. Tesco Metro
finally opened, but as a record of the Nomir Road Tesco campaign, Tesco lost three planning applications, an alcohol licensing application, and a public inquiry, leaving one of the smallest stores in the UK.There are extreme difficulties in delivering in Brighton, where interventions in supermarkets are frequent. Near the city, the land squat
treehouse of Noir Woods prevented ancient trees from being cut down. Harvest Forresty and Sabotaji Squat thrif thym 2002 and 2011 thrifyed as short-term catalysts for long-term anti-Sainsbury campaigns, respectively. Reway Community Garden lasted for a year. When it became known, it was eouted to make way for Tesco, and the
resistance increased. Finally, a building was built on the site, but the shop space under the residential apartment remained empty and was actually s crouched again in 2013. Unfortunately, this is now a supermarket (but at least not Tesco). The riots broke out for two weeks in a row in Stokes Croft, Bristol, when the gentiffed area exploded
after police stormed a squat across from an open Tesco store to search for Molotov's cocktails. Nothing was found, but the supermarket site was completely trashed. As far as we know, there were also occupation spinoffs like the big less-known squats and the Hobo Hilton in London, but there are still no large public squats for
undocumented immigrants in the UK along the lines of occupation in many Western European cities. In Europe, the protest squats include the We Are Here project in Amsterdam, a refugee strike in Berlin, and a refugee protest camp in Vienna. In Calies and Brussels, there were big squats for hundreds of immigrants. Further south are
projects such as Barcelona's Mount Zion, Rome's Metropolitanis and Porto Fluviale. As Fortress Europe continues to strengthen security, more people are likely to crack and see squats of San Papier (no documents) in the UK. We hope that the scattered and fragmented British squat movement will help. Border work has not already been
done, and Irina Putilova's recent case was exciting. She was a Russian LGBTQ activist and squatter seeking british asylum who was unexpectedly detained on the fast track at the Timber Immigration Removal Centre in Yar, and was later released as a result of public and legal protests. This inspired both because she was not deported
and as soon as she was safe, she was immediately trying to help other people who were threatened with deportation who did not have a similar support network around them. There is a lot to say about crouching as a radical historical social movement to inspire new movements. We have mainly focused on the boroughs of Lambeth and
Tower Hamlet in London, but there are other autonomous regions with similarly strong squat heritage, such as Hackney and Suzark. But what happens next? crouching in a houseAling it is now being criminalized, two court cases have already indicated that it is difficult to implement, so it is unlikely that the new law will come into force very
much. Squats are defined as living or intending to live in real estate without the owner's permission, but in fact, it seems difficult for the police to prove whether someone lives somewhere without surveillance, forensic analysis, eyewitness reports. This kind of information gathering should require the police to spend resources that have
already increased too much. The occupation of The Southwark protesting the sale of the council's houses countered the logic of the law and actually occupied the building without anyone living there. Two people were arrested when similar action was recently attempted in Camden. This could be an interesting test case if they would be
charged. Another problem that has not yet been legally explored is how exactly residential buildings are defined. In Spain, the crime of squats had no effect. In the Netherlands, following a period of uncertainty, squats occur again on a regular basis. While the new law is being challenged in court, it has really paused in Amsterdam. In other
cities, crouching continued, and it is said that the behavior that s crouched down again in Amsterdam resumed. The heyday of the Squatter movement in the early 1980s seems very far now, when there were more than 20 local kraakspeekuren in Amsterdam - squatter advice time to provide assistance with information on the practicality of
squats and available buildings. But the three kraakstreekuren are still going strongly in Amsterdam: Center/West, Students, East.Amsterdam, like London, is still possible to stench. The scene has decreased, but it may start to grow again. There has been considerable activity around the Valiep Social Center, which was s crouched after
the crime, and has recently helped refugees with the We Are Here project above, which s crouched down an office adjacent to the parking lot. Support for immigrants remains an important issue. In the 1990s, the mayor of Amsterdam declared that there is no culture without subcultures and encouraged Squat's view of cultural activities
and breeding grounds as Buedpradesen. This led to the legalization of the number of squats; But this policy was divisive: the value of squatter culture was evaluated by those in power according to their own interests, not by the creators themselves, and some projects were favored more than other projects. Even projects that looked to fit
the Brod Platts template, such as Calendar Panden, were sometimes euped. Legalization raises further questions about institutionalization and cooperation. In the UK, these questions are rarely raisedThe average life span of a squat is three months, which is the time it takes for the owner to go to court and regain ownership. But there are
still a lot of groups that can benefit from crouching, so it continues. As the housing crisis deepens, we expect more people to s crouch down. Shelter, a homeless charity, said: Britain is now at the center of a perfect storm of housing problems. Rising rents, the lame high cost of riding the housing ladder, and the lowest flat-time building
figure since the 1920s combined with a protracted economic recession to increase pressure on families. Another commentator ends the long analysis by suggesting that we soon witness the return of the slums in the UK. If the Conservatives make a threat to get rid of housing benefits for 25-year-olds, squats will be an attractive offer for
tomorrow's youth who don't have any other housing options. Bedroom tax victims may soon s crouch down their homes. We can only hope that if people secure their own homes, they will be organized in a structure hostile to the nation that caused the housing crisis in the first place. The lesson of history is that in times of housing
shortages, people s crouching in the sky. The fact that this was illegal does not blind people who use squats as empty buildings or tactics. Kraakstreekuur in eastern Amsterdam promotes slogan wat Niet Magcanogsted: What is not allowed is still possible. Squat crime in the UK can be seen as a preemptive strike against direct action for
the housing judiciary. However, if enough people ignore the new law or actually occupy many unused non-housing in the sky, there could be a new population that understands that they are openly at odds with the state. Who needlecollective@@@riseup can predict the diverse autonomous movements that will come? Moral panic, and
resistance [1] Tower Hamlet is the borough of London formed in 1965 from the fusion of Bethnal Green, Stepney and Poplar. It is a sorry to record that Fitzpatrick was convicted of racially aggravated harassment against Lee Jasper in 2011. My reference to his work in the 1970s does not tolerate his actions in any way about 40 years from
now. [Source - Climitink] Klimitink.
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